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Chapter 4 

FRIEND OR FOE? 
Three Hares in Medieval Devon

and Beyond

S U E  A N D R E W

Almost one hundred years ago Beatrix Cresswell, an antiquarian, historian,
clergyman’s daughter and an authority on the churches of Devon declared: ‘The
History of England is written in her Parish Churches. For more than a thousand
years they have garnered up the life of the past, which is engraved on their stones,
for those to read who can interpret their mysteries…’. Miss Cresswell noted that:
‘Human nature is inclined to prize what is remote and rare, rather than what lies
near at hand. Enshrined in the … rustic villages [of Devon] are these treasures of
past days. There is no need to visit the noble buildings of great cities; the past has
left its treasures at your door’.1 The rural churches of Devon do indeed contain
treasures and mysteries from past days, but their merit has not always been
recognised and their interpretation has sometimes proved unreliable. So it has been
with the Three Hares...

MISS CRESSWELL WAS FAMILIAR WITH THE MYSTERY of the Three Hares in Devon
but accepted the opinion of some of her contemporaries that the rabbits,
as she called them, were connected with alchemy and tinworking. But

as Tom Greeves has shown, the link with the tinners is a modern myth and the
association with alchemy seems to have been made long after the Three Hares bosses
in Devon were carved. Similarly, statements that the hares may be interpreted as a
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symbol of the Trinity appear to be relatively recent and there is no evidence to support
the notion that this is how they were viewed in the medieval period.

Once the modern myth had been exposed, the medieval Three Hares in
Devon seemed as enigmatic as ever. But could the mystery be solved? Tom, Chris
and I set out to gather as much evidence as we could about the hares motif and the
world it once inhabited. While we cannot pretend to have all the answers, slowly
the medieval hares have begun to relinquish their secrets. And what secrets they
are, for the hares motif appears to be at the very core of religious beliefs concerning
sin and salvation. 

It should be said, though, that direct documentary evidence for the Three
Hares in the parish churches of Devon before the nineteenth century appears to be
non-existent. This makes it extremely difficult to answer that most intriguing of all
questions: how might the hares have been understood in pre-Reformation Devon?
Yet this question demands an answer. But before chasing after elusive meanings,
we must start with what we do know. 

Medieval Three Hares are known to survive in sixteen churches in Devon:
Ashreigney, Bridford, Chagford, Cheriton Bishop, Iddesleigh, Ilsington, Kelly, Newton
St Cyres, North Bovey, Paignton, Sampford Courtenay, South Tawton, Spreyton,
Tavistock, Throwleigh and Widecombe-in-the-Moor. In most churches there is a
single example of the motif, although in three churches, Chagford, Sampford
Courtenay and Spreyton there are two. In Kelly church there is an old example with
a modern copy. In a seventeenth church, Broadclyst, there are nine copies of a
medieval original no longer extant. Cotehele chapel in Cornwall, Old Cleeve church
in Somerset and Corfe Mullen church in Dorset have the only known examples in
those counties. Many of the Three Hares parishes in Devon are contiguous, running
from mid Devon down the east side of Dartmoor to the coast, perhaps suggesting
that here the motif may have been copied from parish to parish.

The hares are carved on oak bosses, nearly all covering the joints of the timbers
in wagon roofs, the usual form of roof in medieval parish churches in Devon. The
single exception is at South Tawton, where a hares boss is affixed in a south aisle
roof that is slightly pitched. The bosses are located in the chancel, the responsibility
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of the clergy and patron of the church, and also the nave and aisles, the preserve of
the laity, so clearly were of relevance to all. 

Although the motif always comprises the same basic design, it varies quite
wonderfully in its detail, perhaps most noticeably in the carving of the ears. At
Iddesleigh, Newton St Cyres, Sampford Courtenay and Spreyton the ears are
relatively short in comparison with the body. At Bridford, Cheriton Bishop, South
Tawton and Throwleigh, the ears are longer and more prominent. In the south aisle
at Chagford the ears are at their most exaggerated; here they are quite massive in
comparison with head and body size of the hares. In all but one church the ears
meet at their points, but in Kelly the ears are not pointed and cross over. In every
carving the detail of the opening of the ears is shown. 

In Ashreigney, Ilsington, Paignton, and in the plaster copies at Broadclyst, a
curious knop appears in the centre of the triangle formed by the ears; its significance
is uncertain but it fills the void between the hares’ ears and creates a focus at the centre
of the motif.2 On many bosses the hares are accompanied by foliage, sometimes simple
leaves carved at the corners, elsewhere beautiful tendrils winding around the
creatures, as at Paignton. At Bridford leafy stalks stem from the mouths of the beasts. 

The differences in the individual touch of medieval carvers in Devon can,
perhaps, be most clearly seen by comparing the bosses at Tavistock and Cheriton
Bishop. At Tavistock, tame plump creatures with short ears – quite rabbit-like –
nestle amid foliage. At Cheriton Bishop, free-spirited long-eared long-legged slender
hares run their round against an unusual punched background. 

Sadly we know nothing of the men who carved the bosses, although it is
reasonable to suggest from the styles of the bosses – some are more accomplished
than others – that some may have been specialists in their field while others were
probably local men employed as carpenters. It is likely that the bosses were carved
on site since the upper part needs to fit securely over the roof timbers and would
have been carved before the decorative underside.

It is worthy of note that the Three Hares bosses in Cotehele chapel, Cornwall,
Old Cleeve church, Somerset, and Corfe Mullen church, Dorset, are all particularly
finely carved, almost certainly by specialists. The hares in Cotehele chapel are deeply
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Clockwise from top left

Oak roof boss, 15th C, St James, Iddesleigh, Devon
Oak roof boss, 15th C, St Cyr and St Julitta, Newton St Cyres, Devon
Oak roof boss, 15th C, St Andrew, Sampford Courtenay, Devon
Oak roof boss, 1451, St Michael, Spreyton, Devon
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Clockwise from top left

Oak roof boss, 15th C, modern colour, St Thomas à Becket, Bridford, Devon
Oak roof boss, 15th C, St Mary, Cheriton Bishop, Devon
Oak roof boss, 15th C, St Andrew, South Tawton, Devon
Oak roof boss, 15th C, St Mary the Virgin, Throwleigh, Devon
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Oak roof boss, 15th C, 
St James, Ashreigney,
Devon

Oak roof boss, 1420-
1455, modern colour, 
St Eustachius, Tavistock

Arms of Bishop Lacy
(r.1420–1455), modern
colour, north chancel
chapel, St Eustachius,
Tavistock, Devon  
Photo: Sue Andrew
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carved, with their ears finely modelled, eyes, mouths and even noses shown, and
the oak graining used to great effect on the bodies of the creatures. In Corfe Mullen,
the geometry is wonderfully clear – the triangle of the ears, the circle in which the
hares crouch, rather than run, which itself is emphasised by exquisitely detailed
foliage, and all against the measured squareness of the boss (see Chapter 14). At Old
Cleeve, the hares are again deeply carved and run their round wreathed in foliage,
although one side of the boss is truncated as it is set against the chancel arch. 

Bosses at North Bovey, Paignton, Tavistock, Widecombe, and the chancel boss
at Chagford, are now coloured with modern paints and gilding though it is uncertain
how many were polychrome originally. Colour was recorded on bosses at Ilsington
in the mid-nineteenth century but this may have been post-medieval.3 What we
can say is that many bosses would have been more easily seen than they are now. If
not coloured, then the natural oak would have been relatively light; some carvings
may have been limewashed as traces of this are evident in the chancel bosses at
Spreyton. Victorian and later restoration saw the use of dark staining and the
boarding of some ceilings. This is especially noticeable at South Tawton church
where the roofs have fine bosses whose detail is very difficult to see. 

Of the sixteen churches where the bosses are believed to be medieval, in
twelve the hares run anticlockwise. In two churches, Bridford and Throwleigh, the
hares run clockwise. In one church, Chagford, the hares run anticlockwise in the
chancel but clockwise in the south aisle. Why might this be? We simply cannot say,
though generally it does not seem to be related to position in the church. In Kelly
church, two of the three hares are back to back so do not run in their usual circle. 

Although none of the bosses has been dated scientifically, by association with
other evidence – a heraldic shield of Bishop Lacy of Exeter (r. 1420–1455) and an
inscription (1451) – two bosses, at Tavistock and Spreyton, were, almost certainly,
carved in the second quarter to mid-fifteenth century. Most of the other hares
bosses are likely to have been worked in this period or later in the fifteenth century.

Are there any other roof bosses in Devon that are carved with creatures that
share body parts like the hares? Three spring to mind, all in north Devon. In the nave
at Braunton church, a boss, probably late fourteenth or early fifteenth century in
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Clockwise from top left

Oak roof boss, 15th C, Cotehele chapel, Cornwall
Oak roof boss, 15th C,St Andrew, Old Cleeve, Somerset
Oak roof boss, 15th C,modern colour, chancel, St Michael, Chagford, Devon
Oak roof boss, 15th C,modern colour, St Hubert, Corfe Mullen, Dorset
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Oak roof boss, 15th C, 
St Pancras,modern
colour, Widecombe-in-
the-Moor, Devon
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date, is carved with four horses sharing two heads, a design also seen in the late
thirteenth-century Peterborough psalter, and an early seventeenth-century Persian
drawing.4 In the same roof, another boss, which may be slightly later in date, shows
three human heads sharing four eyes. In the porch at Landkey church four stags share
one head, with this motif repeated at Old Cleeve in Somerset, where there is a Three
Hares boss. The Four Stags motif is also well-travelled, as it can be found in a sixth or
seventh-century Buddhist rock-cut temple at Ajanta, India. The head sharing motif
is ancient: two lion bodies sharing one head (bicorporate) appear on an Assyrian gold
plaque of the eighth to seventh centuries BC, bicorporate stags of the third to seventh
centuries survive on a Sasanian seal from Persia, with the same motif appearing on
the west front of Modena Cathedral, Italy, in the twelfth century5.

Most Three Hares bosses appear to be in relatively good condition, although
at Newton St Cyres the boss is clearly suffering from beetle damage. While some
hares bosses have been lost in the last five hundred years, they are still the most
commonly found of all bosses from the medieval period carved with animals or
birds in Devon parish churches. This, and their placement in the chancel in several
churches,6 suggests that the image was a powerful one. But how can we begin to
understand the Three Hares and how might they have been introduced to Devon? 

A  SHIFTING S YMBOL:  
THE HARE IN MEDIEVAL BRITAIN

(

For the people of Devon, as elsewhere, the hare was, first and foremost, a living
creature. With its long ears and prominent eyes that never seemed to close, it was
a fearful, timid creature whose haunting scream when caught resembled the cry of
a human infant. It was a creature of the night, which could see when men could
not; a creature seen by the silvery light of the moon. It was fleet-footed, a creature
whose strange mating rituals, sometimes conducted in daylight, would see many
hares gathering to run around in circles, stopping now and then to stand on their
hind legs and box. It was a creature of mystery, whose biology and behaviour were
not fully understood. 
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Four Stags, oak roof boss,
15th C, St Andrew, Old
Cleeve, Somerset
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In the late twelfth century Gerald of Wales had described old women in Wales,
Scotland and Ireland who could change themselves into the shape of hares in order
to steal milk by suckling at the teats of other people’s cows.7 Yet the hare was a beast
described in c.1327 by William Twiti, huntsman to King Edward II and author of L’Art
de Venerie (The Art of Hunting), as ‘the most merveylous beste of the world’.8

While it was known that hares were extraordinarily fertile, quite how they
reproduced was uncertain. From ancient times it had been believed that the hare
might be hermaphroditic and in the Gwentian Code of Law for North Wales,
possibly eleventh century in date, the hare was declared to be ‘incapable of legal
evaluation because it is male one month and female the other’.9

Alexander Neckam (d.1217), an oft-quoted encyclopaedist, and abbot at the
Augustinian Abbey of Cirencester, commented on the unnatural aspects of the hare:

They say that the hare of the nobler sex [i.e. the male] bears the little hares in
its womb. Can it be that a bizarre nature has made him a hermaphrodite? They
also say that in the mother’s womb, along with the tiny little hares, larger
babies, previously conceived are carried; in this one can perceive an affront to
the law of [her] inferior nature. Effeminate men who violate the law of nature
are thus said to imitate hares, offending against the highest majesty of
nature.10

The hare could have its specific uses in human conception too. In the Trotula,
a late medieval popular compendium of women’s medicine, the author noted:

If [the woman]...wishes to conceive a male, let her husband take the womb and
vagina of a hare and let him dry them, and let him mix the powder with wine
and drink it. Similarly, let the woman do the same thing with the testicles of a

hare, and at the end of her period let her lie with her husband and then she will
conceive a male.11

A Middle English poem of the late thirteenth century – ‘The Names of the
Hare in English’ – suggests that the hare did not enjoy a good reputation in some
circles. Many of the 77 different names or phrases by which the hare might be
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known, and whose recitation would help the hunter to capture his prey, are
disparaging: the lurker in ditches, the filthy beast, the coward, the traitor, the
friendless one, the one who makes you shudder, the covenant-breaker, the animal
that all men scorn, the animal that no one dares name.12

As a symbol, the hare in the medieval period might be regarded in either a
positive or negative light. More often than not, the hare was regarded pejoratively,
belonging to ‘the lascivious hunt of Venus, the hunt of lust, rather than to the
virtuous hunt’.13 Nevertheless, the assumption of the Ancients that the hare could
procreate without a mate led to the belief that it could give birth without losing its
virginity.14 While the hare might be associated with lust, it could also represent
chastity and virgin birth.

The hare is found in medieval bestiaries – books of beasts that had a strong
moralizing dimension. It is said that ‘the importance of the Bestiary as a source for
medieval knowledge and belief about animals cannot be overstated’ and they should
be ‘the first port of call for anyone interested in animal symbolism’.15 Carvings on
other bosses in Three Hares churches in Devon are likely to have derived, if only
indirectly, from medieval bestiaries or their sources.16 These include a creature,
possibly a unicorn, at Chagford; an eagle and goat at Ilsington; a sow and piglets at
Newton St Cyres and another at Sampford Courtenay; a lion’s head at Paignton; an
owl at South Tawton; and a pelican in her piety, an antelope or goat, and a lion at
Widecombe. 

According to bestiaries, God created animals and gave them their differing
habits so that, through their example, sinful man might reflect on his own behaviour
and seek redemption. However this can create problems since the same animal
might be interpreted positively or negatively in different manuscripts and even in
the bible. The lion, for example, might symbolise Christ, the Lion of Judah, or it could
be seen as a symbol of the Devil, since ‘the devil, as a roaring lion, goeth about,
seeking whom he may devour’.17

A bestiary which dates to the second quarter of the thirteenth century, gives
a positive reading for the hare, and is illustrated with a beautiful image of four hares
sharing four ears which form a square at the centre of the design.18 Here the hare:
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Sow and piglets, oak
roof boss, 15th C, St Cyr
and Julitta, Newton St
Cyres, Devon

Owl, oak roof boss, 15th
C, St Andrew, South
Tawton, Devon

Lion, oak roof boss, 
15th C, modern colour,
St Pancras, Widecombe-
in-the-Moor, Devon
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is called light-footed (levipes) because it runs so swiftly. It is a swift
creature, and fairly timid. The hare represents men who fear God, and
who put their trust not in themselves but in the Creator. So we read
Solomon’s words: ‘The hares are but a feeble folk, yet they make their
houses in the rocks’ [Proverbs 30:26].19

In five other thirteenth-century bestiaries, however, the hare’s ambiguity is stressed:

The Hare is called ‘lepus’ as it is ‘levipes’ or light-footed, that is, it runs
quickly, and so in Greek it is called ‘lagos’ on account of its speed. It is a

swift animal and also timorous. Some affirm that the hare’s nature is
such that sometimes it is male, and sometimes female. To this animal
inconstant people are likened, who being dissolute, as they are neither
man nor woman, that is neither faithful nor treacherous nor cold nor
hot, are without doubt those of whom Solomon said: a double-
minded man unstable in all his ways.20

Four Hares, illuminated
manuscript, bestiary,
2nd quarter 13th C 
© The Bodleian
Libraries, The University
of Oxford, MS Bodl. 764,
fol. 26v
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Historiated illuminated initial, Temptation of
Christ, psalter, 1st quarter 13th C. ©The British
Library Board Lansdowne 431, f.44
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What is meant here by ‘a double-minded man’? A man divided between God
and the world, a man who has no fixed principles, who ebbs and flows with the tide
of popular opinion. He is a man whose faith is not firm and therefore a man who
can easily succumb to temptation. The reference is especially interesting given the
doubling of the ears in the Three Hares motif (although only three ears are depicted,
each beast has two). A hunted hare also ‘doubles’ when it flees, that is, it turns and
winds to throw off its pursuers. The turning and winding of the Three Hares is itself
capable of multiple interpretations: does it refer to positive notions of endlessness
or eternity? Or does it carry negative associations of disorientation and confusion,
states which might allow the devil to enter?21 Are the Three Hares, then, friend or
foe?

The Three Hares are clearly linked with temptation in a historiated initial in
an early thirteenth-century psalter,22 possibly made for the Augustinian priory of St
Giles, Barnwell, Cambridgeshire.23 This image may be of particular importance, as
though the Three Hares can be found decorating initials in other medieval
manuscripts, this is the only one in which they are linked to a narrative scene. The
initial occurs at the beginning of Psalm 52, which takes as its theme the corruption
of man before the coming of Christ.24 The initial shows the first temptation of Christ,
in which he is tempted by the Devil to turn stones into bread. A dragon, a serpent
likened to the Devil in bestiaries, delivers stones to the Devil in its mouth, while
encircled in its tail are three hares. 

It is possible that the hares here represent the three spiritual enemies of man:
the temptations of the flesh, the world, and the devil, or perhaps, more broadly, lack
of firmness in faith.25 Christ’s own temptations could be related to the three spiritual
enemies, for just as Adam had been tempted and succumbed, so Christ, the second
Adam, had to be tempted in order that he might triumph over the devil and redeem
mankind. If the Three Hares were associated with temptation, how might the motif
have been used in parish churches in Devon? 
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SPREY TON CHURCH: 
A PRIEST AND HIS PRAYER 

(

Of all the churches in Devon, perhaps it is at Spreyton that we can come closest to
answering some of our questions about the Three Hares in a Christian context, for
here survive the words of a priest who knew the motif in the fifteenth century. Before
looking at these, a description of the church and a tentative reconstruction of its
medieval decoration are given, for the hares were but a small, if significant, detail in
a much bigger picture. 

The little church, comprising west tower, north aisle with east end chapel, nave
and chancel, is set high in the rolling landscape of mid Devon, its ancient oak door
giving way to a simple interior of whitewashed walls and dark benches. Light
streams through the clear glass windows on the south side of the nave, illuminating
the carved woodwork of the roof, so that the Three Hares bosses in the chancel and
nave (two of only three medieval figural bosses in the entire church) are perhaps
more easily seen in this church than any other. 

In many ways the building is typical of hundreds of parish churches which
were rebuilt on earlier foundations in Devon in the fifteenth century. Some one
hundred years after the devastation wreaked by the plague, which remained a
constant threat, and another hundred or so before the Catholic religious landscape
was to be changed forever by the Protestant Reformation, the population of Devon,
made wealthy by the wool and tin industries, was immersed in an unrivalled
programme of elaboration of its church buildings. Guided by an increasing concern
with the fate of the soul after death, patrons, clergy, and laity all contributed to
beautifying the house of God wherein all would find the source of their salvation. 

Aglow with polychrome and gilded depictions of martyred saints, the focal
point of the pre-Reformation church was the rood screen and its loft, which carried
figures of the crucified Christ, his sorrowing mother Mary and disciple John. The
screen, which divided the holy space of the chancel from the public space of the
nave, was a huge investment for the people of the parish and might be decorated in
several phases as funds became available. 
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St Michael’s church,
Spreyton, Devon

Although the screen at Spreyton is long gone, save fragments devoid of colour
and fixed at the back of the nave, its effect on the church and its community of
worshippers can be gleaned from a survivor in another small rural church in Devon –
Holne. Here the dado panel is painted with some forty saints to whom parishioners
would have prayed for succour in this life and intercession at the Day of Judgement.
Even at Holne, the rood loft and its holy figures are missing – victims, like so much
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St Roche, St Margaret
and St Bavon (or St
Jeron), polychrome on
oak panels, rood screen,
15th C, St Mary the
Virgin, Holne, Devon
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else, of iconoclasm in the mid-sixteenth century. 
Christ and the saints would have been depicted in stained glass too, though

the glass we see today at Spreyton is modern. Again, examples from another small
church in Devon reveal what Spreyton may be missing. Fifteenth-century windows

from Abbots Bickington church are painted with striking images of the crucified
Christ and St Christopher carrying the Christ child. A figure of St Christopher probably
occupied the north wall of the aisle at Spreyton, painted there in the belief that those
who looked upon the image would be protected from sudden death that day.

The fifteenth-century font at Spreyton, where Original Sin was cast out, does
survive, its stem rather crudely carved with figures of saints among whom may be
seen St Catherine with her wheel, and St Andrew with his cross. Evident too is a

Interior, St Michael,
Spreyton, Devon
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Crucifixion, stained
glass, 15th C, St James,
Abbots Bickington,
Devon
Photo: Sue Andrew
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St Christopher carrying
the Christ child, stained
glass, 15th C, St James,
Abbots Bickington,
Devon
Photo: Sue Andrew
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carving of a lily in a vase alluding to the Annunciation and the purity of the Virgin
Mary. 

Sinners, as well as saints, appeared in the decoration of the parish church,
often in the form of grisly wall paintings to remind the people, most of whom were
illiterate, of the penalties of breaking God’s laws. Hardly any of these are still to be
found in Devon, but a fragment on the north wall at Branscombe church reveals the
fate of a finely-dressed courting couple who appear to have succumbed to the sin
of lust. The couple are shown with their bodies pierced through by the long lance
of a devil.

Although no trace remains, Spreyton would have had a painting known as the
‘Doom’, where Christ was pictured in judgement over the souls of the dead and

Seven deadly sins
(lust), wall painting,
15th C, St Winifred,
Branscombe, Devon
Photo: Sue Andrew
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where redeemed souls would be rewarded with the keys to Heaven while the
unredeemed would be cast by devils into the Mouth of Hell. These paintings were
frequently situated on the chancel arch and, given the different roof levels between
chancel and nave, it is likely that Spreyton had such an arch, although it is no longer
extant. If not in a painting, the Doom may have been depicted in stained glass, as at
Bere Ferrers church, Devon, where fragments of a Judgement scene survive in the
east window. A naked soul rises from her grave clearly terrified as she awaits her fate.

The emotional impact of these images on the illiterate parishioner is vividly
expressed in a mid-fifteenth century poem written by French poet and sometime
vagabond François Villon (1431–1463?) at the behest of his mother. In the ‘Ballade
to Our Lady’, Villon’s mother says (here in translation):

I am just a woman, poor and old 
who doesn’t know a thing and never learned to read,
but in my parish church I see Paradise
painted clear as day, with harps and lutes,
and a hell where all the damned are boiled.
The one makes me afraid, the other light with joy.
Lead me to that joy, oh lofty goddess

Figure from Judgement
scene, stained glass,
14th C, St Andrew, Bere
Ferrers, Devon
Photo: Sue Andrew
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To whom all sinners turn in their distress,
Full of faith, free of guile or hesitation.
I live by this belief and with it I die.26

The Virgin Mary, to whom Villon’s mother prays, was a central figure in the
pre-Reformation church. She was depicted as Christ’s sorrowing mother, as Queen
of Heaven, and also as the Mother of Mercy with arms outstretched to shelter the
faithful in her protective cloak. Above all Mary was ‘the saint of the deathbed, one
who guaranteed even her most wayward and sinful clients the grace of shrift and
housel, rescue from the rigours of judgement at that moment of truth’.27

The hope of Heaven, fear of Hell and the special role of the Virgin as intercessor
resonated in the language of the clergy too, and carved into the ribs and purlins of
the chancel roof of Spreyton church a Latin inscription gives a remarkable and rare

Virgin Mary, stained
glass, 1523, All Hallows,
Broadwoodkelly, Devon
Photo: Sue Andrew
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insight into the concerns of its priest.28 The inscription weaves its way between nine
carved bosses: the Three Hares, a so-called Green Man,29 four bosses carved with
foliage, and three modern bosses carved with the Greek letters Alpha, Chi-Rho and
Omega.30

The first part of the inscription, which offers information on the patrons of
the church, on the Lord of the Manor, and by association also gives a date for the
medieval bosses in this part of the church,31 may be translated as follows:

Henry le Maygne, Priest, Vicar of this Church, caused me to be built in
the year of our Lord 1451. Robert of Rouen of Becdenne, Prior of Cowyk
and Richard Talbot, Armiger [Esquire], Lord of Spreyton, gave of their
goods for my building. Pray for their souls. This Henry was born in the
land of Normandy, and himself wrote all these words with his own hand.

The second part is in the form of a prayer addressed to the Virgin Mary:

Detail of Latin
inscription, 1451, St
Michael, Spreyton,
Devon
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Sweet friend of God, ever young, fair as a star on high,
Be thou mindful of me, when the hour of death draweth nigh, 
Mother of Jesus, revive all those who from the heart send prayer;
Spotless thyself, renew the minds fast bound by sinful snare. 

The third part explains the role of the church and le Maygne’s purpose in writing
the inscription:

This house shall be called the house of prayer; in it everyone that asks
receives, he that seeks finds, and to him that knocketh it shall be opened.
Witness, O Christ, that this has not been written 
That praise to himself be given, but that his soul be remembered in heaven.

The fourth part is in the form of another prayer, to saints to whom the church may
have originally been dedicated,32 and refers to Original Sin, the mystery of the virgin
birth and the omnipotence of God:

St Nicholas, pray for us; St Edward Martyr, intercede for us.
For aye let the sinful deed a foolish act be decreed.
When for an apple alone the whole of mankind is undone.
God was born of a Virgin meek, but if any the manner should seek,
It is not for me to say how, but that God can do all things, I know.

Of the three people whose names are recorded in the first part of the
inscription, two were natives of Normandy – le Maygne himself, and the Prior of
Cowick, Robert of Rouen of Becdenne. Situated just to the west of Exeter and
dedicated to St Andrew, whose image is carved on the font at Spreyton, the Priory
was a dependency of the Benedictine Abbey of Bec in Normandy; its monks between
the mid-thirteenth century and the mid-fifteenth century were all French.33

The Prior and monks were patrons of Spreyton church and held the right to
appoint its priest, but, as an ‘alien’ priory, Cowick had a precarious existence,
especially during times of war when the Crown seized property and restricted
communication and movement. In November 1451, after several years struggling to
maintain a small community amid ruinous finances and crumbling buildings, Prior
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Font, 15th C, 
St Michael, Spreyton,
Devon
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Robert of Rouen resigned, and by the summer of 1452 the remaining few monks
had returned to the Abbey of Bec.34

Given the ongoing turmoil at Cowick, and his association with Normandy, it
may be that Henry le Maygne commissioned, or perhaps carved, the roof bosses at
Spreyton to recall those at the Priory or at the Abbey of Bec, which was later largely
destroyed during the French Revolution. Bosses of Three Hares and a Green Man,
juxtaposed in the same manner as those at Spreyton, and dating to the early
fourteenth century, are to be found in the chapter house of another Benedictine
Abbey, now the church of Saints Peter and Paul, at Wissembourg, Alsace, France,
discussed in detail in Chapter 6. 

However, it is not possible to be certain that the bosses at Spreyton pre-date
those in the nearby parish churches of Sampford Courtenay, South Tawton,
Throwleigh, North Bovey and Widecombe, all of which have Three Hares and Green
Man bosses juxtaposed. The style of the Three Hares and Green Man bosses in the
nave at Sampford Courtenay, though not so much those in the chancel, certainly
bears distinct similarities to the bosses at Spreyton.35 Since it is recorded that carvers
of rood screens were instructed to study specific local examples before a new screen
was carved, it is likely that carvers were familiar with other woodwork in
surrounding parishes.36 Carvers may also have utilized pattern books incorporating

designs from further afield.
The source of the Three Hares

motif at Spreyton, then, cannot be
firmly identified, but may have been a
carving from elsewhere. However, the
first known depiction of the motif in
Devon is not in the form of a carving at
all: rather it is in the form of a decorated
initial in a psalter which belonged to
John Grandisson, Bishop of Exeter 1327–
1369.37 The psalter was probably made
in Chichester c.1270–1280, therefore not

Green Man, oak roof
boss, 1451, St Michael,
Spreyton, Devon
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Green Man, oak roof
bosses, 15th C, St
Andrew, Sampford
Courtenay, Devon

Green Man, oak roof
boss, 15th C, St Andrew,
South Tawton, Devon

Green Man, oak roof
boss, 15th C, modern
colour, St John the
Baptist, North Bovey,
Devon

Green Man oak roof
bosses, 15th C, modern
colour, St Pancras,
Widecombe-in-the-Moor,
Devon
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specifically for Grandisson, but it is annotated in Grandisson’s hand, carries his Arms, 
and is mentioned in his will, where it is bequeathed to Isabella, daughter of Edward 
III.38 In Grandisson’s psalter the Three Hares run within a circle, held by the mouth 
of a dragon. Here they decorate the initial D in the introduction to Vulgate Psalm 

21 which begins ‘Deus, deus meus, respice in me: qare me dereliquisti?’ (O God, my 
God, look upon me: why hast thou forsaken me?).39

Since the design was familiar to the bishop, it is perhaps surprising that bosses 
bearing the Three Hares do not appear in Exeter Cathedral, where there are bosses

Decorated initial D , 
Grandisson psalter, 
c.1270–1280. 
©The British Library 
Board Add. 21926, f.45.
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relating to Grandisson in the nave, or in the church of Ottery St Mary, which the
bishop rebuilt. There may have been hares bosses at both these sites; if so, they no
longer survive. Both the cathedral and the church at Ottery St Mary have lost their
cloisters and the Three Hares motif is sometimes found in cloisters, notably on
bosses in the early sixteenth-century cloisters of the Collegiate Church of Saint
Gengoult in Toul, France, and the cloisters, rebuilt in the seventeenth or eighteenth
century, at the Cistercian monastery of Hardehausen, Germany. War-damaged hares
from the tracery of an early sixteenth-century window from the cloisters of
Paderborn Cathedral, Germany, are now in the Diocesan Museum. 

To return to Spreyton, the Green Man and the Three Hares bosses in the
chancel may have represented a deeply personal choice for Henry le Maygne. In his

own words, he had caused the chancel to be built (or more likely, to be rebuilt). Why
then, of all possible figural motifs, did he decide on these two? Could he have known
of the five nearby parishes where the bosses are found together?40 Did he know of
the bosses at Bridford on the edge of Dartmoor, where the Three Hares, with foliage

Stone roof boss, 16th C
(?), east cloister, Kloster
Hardehausen, Germany
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coming from their mouths, sit alongside an extraordinary boss of a human figure
excreting foliage? While le Maygne’s inscription does not refer directly to either of
the chancel bosses, it does give a firm context for their interpretation which is

entirely consistent with the nature
of religion in Devon at that time. 

According to statutes issued
by Bishop Peter Quinil of Exeter in
1287 and still in use in the fifteenth
century, religious worship in the
diocese was intended to be
spiritually medicinal. Christ was the
doctor through whom the disease
of the soul, sin, could be cured and
from his wounds flowed the
sacraments which were the means
to salvation. Particular emphasis

Original Three Hares
stone tracery, 16th C,
north cloister window,
Paderborn Cathedral,
Germany

Figure excreting foliage,
oak roof boss, 15th C,
modern colour, St
Thomas à Becket,
Bridford, Devon
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was placed on the Sacrament of Penance consisting of three parts – contrition,
confession, and satisfaction following priestly absolution – and every year the bishop
appointed penitentiaries to hear the confessions of local clergy since priests could
not forgive the sins of others while oppressed by their own. 

Le Maygne’s prayer to the Virgin Mary: ‘Mother of Jesus, revive all those who from
the heart send prayer; spotless thyself, renew the minds fast bound by sinful snare’, accords
with an interpretation of penance in which a damaged soul trapped by sin is healed
through its recognition, and the contrition and confession of the penitent. The
bosses in the chancel at Spreyton carved with a Green Man and Three Hares can be
interpreted within this context too.

Green Man carvings of human heads from which emanate foliage of various
kinds, most often through the mouth, but sometimes through the eyes, nose, and
ears, are the most frequently occurring figural bosses in Devon.41 Often the brow is
furrowed giving an anguished appearance, though this is not evident at Spreyton.
Unlike the Three Hares, the image is frequently found carved in wood on medieval
wall-plates, misericords, screens, pulpits and bench ends and in stone on fonts,
capitals and on tombs.42 It also occurs, very rarely, in medieval stained glass. Exeter
Cathedral is noted for the prevalence of its Green Men and these may have
influenced the use of the motif throughout the diocese.

It is likely that Henry le Maygne chose the Green Man motif for its penitential
connotations. The head contained many portals through which the disease of sin
could enter the body: eyes, ears, nose, and mouth, and in order to attain salvation,
this sickness had to be expurgated by bringing it out through the mouth in
confession. William of Auvergne (c.1180/90–1249), who was Bishop of Paris from
1228 until his death, likened confession to vomit: 

Vomit, literally speaking, is the emptying of the belly, either partly or
fully, via the mouth or by the agency of the mouth...In the same way, the
belly of the heart, or conscience, is emptied or relieved from vices or sins,
by the agency of the mouth, by speaking or revealing these things to a
priest. Therefore just as someone with an upset stomach, straining to
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expel what is harmful or unsuitable to it, distends his belly and opens
his mouth wide to get rid of it, so too someone with an upset to a noble
and holy conscience strains and searches the belly of his heart to throw
out and expel detestable and filthy vices and sins.43

Confession was thus ‘a vomiting of necessary and healthy purgation’.44

Chaucer in ‘The Parson’s Tale’ uses a different analogy, suggesting that:

penitence… may be likned unto a tree. The roote of this tree is
Contricioun, that hideth hym in the herte of hym that is verray
repentaunt,…Of the roote of Contricioun spryngeth a stalke that bereth
braunches and leves of Confessioun, and fruyt of satisfacioun…Penance
is the tree of lyf to hem that it receyven.45

Another possible link of the Green Man with sin and redemption may be found
in the legends of the Holy Rood. These stories are found in Apocrypha dating back to
the first century. They also resurface in the cycle of Cornish medieval mystery plays,
dated to the end of the fourteenth century, known as the Ordinalia and in Jacobus
de Voragine’s Golden Legend, said to be the most widely-read book after the bible in
the late medieval period. The story of the Holy Rood relates how Seth, the youngest
son of Adam, goes to the gates of Paradise to seek the Oil of Mercy for his ailing
father. Seth is allowed to look into Paradise and sees at the top of a barren tree the
child who will be the Saviour of all mankind. Seth is given three seeds or twigs
instead of the Oil of Mercy, with the instruction that he must place them in the
mouth of his father. On his return, Adam is dead, but, as instructed, Seth places the
seeds under his father’s tongue. The seeds or twigs grow and merge into the tree
from which the cross will be made.46

The story of the Fall and Redemption is shown in fifteenth-century stained
glass in the east window of the south aisle at the church of St Neot, Cornwall. In one
window light Adam and Eve are seen succumbing to temptation. In another, the
story of Adam, Seth and the three seeds is portrayed. 

The Green Man at Spreyton is unusual in being crowned; most in Devon are
not. The crown may represent the sin of pride as le Maygne’s inscription refers to
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Adam and Eve, stained
glass, 15th C, St Neot,
Cornwall
Photo: Sue Andrew
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Adam, Seth and the
three seeds, stained
glass, 15th C, St Neot,
Cornwall
Photo: Sue Andrew
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this sin in his inscription: ‘Witness, O Christ, that this has not been written that praise
to himself be given, but that his soul be remembered in heaven’.

The position of the Green Man at Spreyton is interesting since confession
within the pre-Reformation parish church in Devon is believed to have taken place
in the priest’s stall or in a special confessional stall in the chancel.47 If so, the Green
Man may have been situated directly above. If this motif was associated with
contrition and confession, as seems plausible, how did it relate to the Three Hares
boss?

Henry le Maygne recognized in his inscription that minds were ‘fast bound by
sinful snare’, that temptation was ever present. He knew that in resisting temptation
lay salvation, in succumbing lay damnation, unless the sin was recognised and could
be cast out. Could the Three Hares and Green Man bosses at Spreyton, and
elsewhere, have been used as tools in the continual struggle for redemption? Perhaps
as mnemonic (memory) devices in the recall of sin? Or as aids to prayer in the
manner of the Paternoster: ‘lead me not into temptation but deliver me from evil’?

But there is another twist in the tale: since the inscription at Spreyton includes
a prayer to the Mother of Jesus, might the hares there have some connection with
the Virgin Mary or with Eve, who is referred to obliquely? Certainly hares, or rabbits,
appear in medieval paintings of Eve and the Virgin Mary where they might allude
to Eve’s carnality and Mary’s triumph over lust. Of particular interest is a painting
by Jan van Eyck, The Virgin and Child with Chancellor Rolin, c.1434. Rolin, chancellor
to Philip the Good, Duke of Burgundy, commissioned the painting to hang in his
parish church, Notre-Dame-du-Châtel, in Autun. On the right of the picture, the
Virgin Mary is seated in a loggia with the Christ child on her lap. An angel holding a
crown hovers over her head alluding to her coronation as Queen of Heaven. On the
left of the picture, Rolin kneels in prayer. Above the chancellor a stone capital is
carved with the story of Original Sin from the Book of Genesis. Trapped beneath the
base of a pillar just to the left of centre, and easily overlooked, are small rabbits or
hares, possibly indicating ‘the triumph of divine love over carnal desire’.48

A late fifteenth-century woodcut, The Holy Family with Three Hares, c.1496, by
Albrecht Dürer, likewise depicts the Virgin with angels holding her crown. The Virgin
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The Holy Family with
Three Hares, c.1496, by
Albrecht Dürer

is seated in an enclosed garden, which refers  to her purity, with the Christ child on
her lap. The three separate hares beneath her feet have been interpreted as alluding
to the Trinity or fertility. It is certainly plausible, however, that the hares may refer
here to Mary’s triumph over lust. 

Could the stone carving of the Three Hares alongside a fifteenth-century
carving of the crucified Christ at the Chapel of Our Lady of the Annunciation at
Thiélouze, in the Vosges, have been understood in the same way? And what of a stone
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lintel, possibly sixteenth century in date, now in the museum at Épinal, also in the
Vosges, though originally from Charmois l’Orgueilleux, where the Three Hares motif
is placed alongside a cross of Lorraine? Here the letters ‘ihs’ (Jesus) are scratched just
to the left of the cross, while ‘mar’ (Mary) is scratched between the cross pieces. 

Less clear is the significance of a wall painting of the hares on the right hand
side of the door to the chapel at Fénis Castle, in the Aosta valley, Italy, and another
painting on the ceiling of the church at Lauenen, Switzerland. The former dates to
c.1420 and has been attributed to the school of Giacomo Jacquerio. It is found among
other paintings of a lion, three fish sharing one head, and the story of the fox and
the stork from Aesop’s fables, a tale of trickery and revenge. In the painting on the
ceiling at Lauenen, the hares appear with a scroll bearing the date 1529 and musical
instruments: a drum and a lute. 

While the messages carried by the hares in Italy and Switzerland are
somewhat obscure, three lively hares beneath the skirts of a finely dressed Iberian
lady on a ceramic, c.1700, may be an overt reference to the temptations of the flesh.
Perhaps the artist who crafted this piece was familiar with a pun in French where
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Charmois l'Orgueilleux,
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the hare or rabbit became ‘the
perfect symbol of a specific part
of the female anatomy, and hence
of the woman as a whole’
through development of the Latin
word cunnus (vulva) into the old
French con and thence with the
addition of a diminutive to conin.
At the same time, the Latin
cuniculus (rabbit) became conil or
connil, then conin.49

Returning once more to
Spreyton, Henry le Maygne’s

inscription is unique in giving us the words of a priest alongside the bosses whose
designs he, almost certainly, chose. Indeed, he may have worked them himself. Yet
questions remain: the Three Hares motif is marked by ambiguity, but it could be
that this was intentional. Perhaps the hares could represent friend or foe depending
on the choices made by those who looked at them. If the motif prompted

recognition of sin and the desire
to overcome it, perhaps with the
help of the Virgin Mary, then the
hare could be friend. If, on the
other hand, one succumbed to the
temptations of the flesh, then the
devil would gain another soul and
the hares would represent the foe. 

In the carvings in his chancel
Henry le Maygne may have
sought an ever-present reminder
of the dangers of the flesh, of his
own fallibility, and of his need to

Wall painting, school of
Giacomo Jacquerio,
c.1420, Fénis Castle,
Aosta Valley, Italy
Photo: Michel Terrier

Painting on wood
panel, 1529, ceiling,
Lauenen church,
Switzerland 
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Ceramic waterbottle 
in the form of a lady, 
c.1700, Seville, Spain
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seek redemption. For the worthy priest, in building his house of prayer, would have
known that it was only through recognition and confession of his own failings, and
through absolution, that he could hope to lead his parishioners on their long and
tortuous journey from sin to salvation. 

We set out at the beginning of this chapter to discover how the hares might
have been understood in pre-Reformation Devon. While we do not have all the
answers, it is likely that the Three Hares, along with the Green Man, were intended
to prompt a deep and intensely personal reflection on sin so that, at the awful Day
of Judgement the contrite, fully-confessed and absolved priest and parishioner
might be saved. 

This interpretation accords with that of ‘hares on the hearthstones’ – a sign
of the impending Day of Doom in late medieval literature’.50 A mid-fourteenth
century poem, ‘Wynnere and Wastoure’, tells the tale (here in modern English):

When waves shall grow wild and walls fall down, and hares on the
hearth-stones shall crouch in their lair, and also boys of no breeding with
arrogance and pride shall wed ladies in the land and conduct them at
their will, then dreadful doomsday shall follow closely after.51

Undoubtedly though, there are problems in interpreting the hares in the
medieval period, for, as Professor Paul Hardwick notes ‘it is both sinner and good
Christian, male and female, noble and rogue, natural and unnatural, inhabiting the
realms of Christian religion and folklore, to be both hunted and shunned. It is, in
short, an animal which is impossible to pin down to a particular signification.’52

If we seek a precise meaning for the Three Hares, at the expense of
understanding what they do, we might just miss their real significance, for running
in their never-ending circle they may have stirred memories and powered prayer in
ways we are only just beginning to understand. We are fortunate indeed that these
ancient oak carvings survive in the roofs of our churches in Devon – seek them out
and marvel at their mysteries.
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Three hares under the skirts of
the lady, base of ceramic
waterbottle, c.1700, Seville, Spain
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